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LEGAL DEPARTMENT

 
 

 
 

April 2, 2012 
 
Jarrel Wade 
Tulsa World 
 

Re: U-1 Open Records Request, Tulsa Police Officer Postings 
 
Dear Mr. Wade: 
 

The City of Tulsa is producing Tulsa Police Officer postings on the U-1 Panasonic 
computers.  These posts were created to help the Police Department and the Information 
Technology Department troubleshoot issues occurring in the field, and these issues fall within 
the scope of your request. 

 
Due to Officer safety and tactical issues, the City of Tulsa is claiming that parts of these 

posts fall within the law enforcement records exception pursuant to 51 O.S. §24A.8.  We have 
redacted the individual officer’s names and any identifiers.  Additionally, we have redacted 
specific location information where the officers experienced issues.  These redactions are 
necessary for several reasons, including officer safety, unit cohesion, and tactical law 
enforcement measures.  Providing individual officer names could jeopardize the lives of these 
officers in the field.  Additionally, providing names could produce a chilling effect on the 
reporting of problems in a candid manner that is critical to issue identification and solution to 
help our officers in the field.  If our officers stop reporting, then our ability to serve them and the 
community is hampered.   

 
Lastly, we request the Tulsa World not use direct quotes or reference that the information 

is obtained from the posts.  Again, if the officers are directly quoted or references regarding from 
where the information was gained is identified, our officers may stop using this informal but 
critical method of reporting of issues.  We would appreciate your assistance in ensuring that the 
City of Tulsa operates to the benefit of its citizens which also includes the safety of its officers 
and the protection of certain tactical information.  
 

Sincerely,   
 
  s/Jessica E. Rainey 

Sr. Assistant City Attorney 
JRainey@cityoftulsa.org 

ENCLOSURES 



U1 Updates 

The U1 computer is expected to receive 20 updates. A few of these updates are scheduled to be 

deployed automatically after the Holidays. These updates will make the U1 run better. These updates 

will have to be downloaded, installed and the computer will need to reboot for the update to take 

effect. This is a warning that during the installment of the update your U1 may experience some 

unusual slowness.   Merry Christmas. 

 

1 comment for “UOneUpdates”  

1. 
Posted Thursday, December 29, 2011 at 11:48:47 PM 

My U1 updated and ever since then I am unable to use the keyboard without an error occuring. 

I believe the update on my U1 made things worse. At this time I can not log onto Frontline or 

any other functions on my computer. 

 

FILE U1 COMPLAINTS HERE 

Additional testing of the U1 (laptop computer) is being conducted. An upgrade of Frontline 3 to 

Frontline 5 is in the works. This will create the opportunity to make the U1 better. All issues, 

complaints, suggestions, recommendations, even praises are encouraged. Speak now or forever hold 

your peace. Knowing the when, where, what and how will only improve the update. Leave a comment 

here or email cgoforth@cityoftulsa.org 

 

61 comments for “UOneComplaints”  

1. 
Posted Tuesday, September 20, 2011 at 2:41:26 PM 

The U1 results in about one hour per day average in getting it to run. Afternoon run time via 

Sprint? not a chance with so many drops. Every day you have to spend time to get it to stay 

working.  

2. 
Posted Tuesday, September 20, 2011 at 11:10:07 PM 

It is embarassingly slow. I tried to google an address for a citizen, and they got tired of waiting 

for it to run and left. 

3.  
Posted Tuesday, September 20, 2011 at 11:49:32 PM 

Lets try this again as i typed out a comment on the u1 and it would not post my comment. This 

thing is great when it works, problem is it dont work much. Seems like everynight there is a 

new issue, but the issue from the night befoe is no longer an issue. The sound goes away for no 



reason, the z drive goes away for no reason, the PSSI stops working for no reason, The must be 

a major dead spot at cause it never works in that area. It does run realy really 

slow. Not only the internet but the computer itself when trying to pull up stuff on the c drive. 

For as much money I can only imagine we have given Panasonic and sprint, I would think it 

would be more relaiable and dependable. 

4.  
Posted Wednesday, September 21, 2011 at 12:46:48  

I'm still having driver issues regarding my keyboard and mouse. They frequently stop working. 

The U1 loses connectivity a lot and conneting and disconnecting to the Sprint program is 

painfully slow.  

As mentioned by other users the processor seems to work (or not work) at a snails pace. 

The boot up time is approximately 10 minutes so if you're forced to reboot it seems to take 

forever to get back up and running. 

On a 10 point scale I would give the U1 around a 3, at least the U1 that we're using. I don't 

think it's just me, I hear nothing but complaints from U1 users. Not trying to be mean, just 

objective and realistic as one who uses the machine on a daily basis. 

5. 
Posted Wednesday, September 21, 2011 at 6:15:39  

The concept of the U1 was excellent. However, the performance of the unit is dismal. As 

mentioned by others, lost/dropped connections are commonplace, well-known and have been 

well-documented, but have failed to be addressed. The speed of the U1 is generally slow. The 

ability to use Microsoft Office products to enhance productivity away from a desktop is 

impossible, since the Microsoft product is read-only. The time it takes to log on and the time it 

takes to log off, is terribly slow. I have experienced login issues concerning the keyboard and 

mouse, as have others. Access to items on the Intranet, at times, is either non-existent or "hit 

and miss." 

6. 
Posted Wednesday, September 21, 2011 at 7:05:39  

Mine has started a new problem this week. IN the mornings, when I log on, I have to start 

Smart View before I can start Frontline. It will not log on by itself. Will already did the update on 

it. I still have to re-connect a few times each day, not as bad as before the update, but still..... 

It seems like there is some new issue on a weekly basis.  

7. 
Posted Wednesday, September 21, 2011 at 2:20:30 PM 

The issue I've been having for quite some time is that my U1 loses/loses the ability to 

communicate with my profile on my z drive so I am unable to access those files that would be 

really helpful to be able to use. I've contacted SDS about this issue numerous times and they 

have been unable to find a solution. Is anyone else having the same issue? 

 



Also, my U1 is running my car ('10 Impala) battery down to the point where I either turn the 

computer switch off or I jump start my car if it sits turned off for more than 45 minutes. 

8.  
Posted Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 1:41:19  

U-1 works fine for me except for when I go east of . I lose connection. Also 

the sound cuts off on its own sometimes.  

9. 
Posted Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 8:03:06  

Working south, I haven't had problems with connectivity. I can't get the z drive back up. The U1 

is highly underpowered. It took about ten minutes yesterday to boot up and get to the logon for 

Frontline. I know Windows does updates but there should be a way to have it download updates 

when the computer has already been booted and isn't being used. I can't use TRACIS for photos 

due to the length of time it takes to open it. I don't know if this is a low speed issue or computer 

issue. 

10. 
Posted Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 5:24:58 PM 

The concept is great but the use is not. Painfully slow. I thought these were to be an upgrade 

from the Rockys. 

11.  
Posted Friday, September 23, 2011 at 3:54:04  

The one time I needed this computer tonight it would not work. I was at  and it 

just said "sending Msg" when trying to log onto wants and warrants. Very frustrating!!!! 

12. 
Posted Friday, September 23, 2011 at 11:12:13  

Every shift, I have to recconnect a minumum of 6 times. Never had that problem with the Rocky 

13.  
Posted Saturday, September 24, 2011 at 7:16:50  

I do not have a U1. I have a Rocky with the FLine 5. As part of a meeting over the FL-5 I heard 

a PD-01 discuss that the U1 is basically a ruggedized netbook with a processor that is not 

powerful enough to support the functions we are asking it to perform. Of the 12 previous 

comments not one concluded that the U1 was a positive addition to the TPD toolbox. However, it 

seems that only two of the commentators were of enough rank to get this problem to the 

attention of the Third Floor so that this can be re-thought. It seems that whoever came up with 

the software mix has the right idea, we just need a better computer and maybe a better cell 

signal provider 

14. 
Posted Saturday, September 24, 2011 at 8:43:38 PM 

I found another dead zone for the U1....directly in front of MVD!! 

15.  



Posted Monday, September 26, 2011 at 4:54:41  

I think it's becoming slower. It's almost like dial-up now. 

16. 
Posted Tuesday, September 27, 2011 at 2:41:24 PM 

I was told I needed to Voice my Oppenion. 

I went to the radio shop again today. Today the power to my monitor didn't come on. No green 

light by the screen power button, No red power light for computer power, no green message 

telling my I wasn't connected. I tried wiggling all of my wires and made sure they were 

connected first. 

The radio shop turned it on with power the first time they tried, but then they had trouble 

getting the screen to come on. The Fn E didn't want to work for the longest time. 

 

Since my computer has been updated to the new and better stuff, IT DISCONNECTS all of the 

time and I have to go to the SPRINT SMART VIEW to reconnect. 

 

This U1 is a piece of JUNK!!!!!!! 

 

I am not a computer guy and I sure don't need to be the city's guinnie pig for this project. 

Please get us somthing that works in a reasonable time. I would personally be much happier if I 

could get DOWN GRADED back to my old ROCKIE. It seemed to stay connected and I felt that 

my personal safty was much better with it. 

 

I feel like I am the most Popular Customer at the Radio Shop, but I don't want to be. 

17.  
Posted Wednesday, September 28, 2011 at 5:40:51  

I use me U1 like I did my rockie. If I need the intranet I go to the devision. In the long run 

probably saves time. 

18. 
Posted Wednesday, September 28, 2011 at 10:15:14  

My monitor keeps shutting its self off as I drive. I have both of my hands on the wheel and am 

not touching the STUPID THING! Gosh I sure wish I could see the exact address of where I'm 

going and the suspect description again!!!!!!!!!! 

19. 
Posted Wednesday, September 28, 2011 at 2:37:33 PM 

Last week mine would not send a report, plus I had to start smart view before I could log on. 

Suzette could not get it to send. I finally printed the report and turned it in that way. I got a 

new computer. Today, and everyday since the first day, I have had to reconnect numerous 

times. I hate the dang keyboard functions that cause a key to remain active after it is pushed. If 

you accidently push the alt or ctl keys all kinds of strange things start happening. Until you 

figure which key you accidently pushed, and push it again, your computer is useless.  



20. 
Posted Wednesday, September 28, 2011 at 2:41:01 PM 

Network cable is unplugged. Message at the bottom of screen. The funny thing is that I never 

replug anything in and it just needs to be redialed up. 

I had to redial up several times today. 

My monitor shut its self off again today a couple of times. 

 

Thanks to everyone in the Radio Shop, they have been good to me and getting my things fixed. 

I am very thankful that they are avalible during most of my shift. I feel for the Officers with U1's 

on the other 3 shifts that are not able to get the same support. 

 

Now for my Suggestion: 

Make every person that uses this stuff, (TRACIS, OLETS, CMAN, General Log-ins ect...), have 

one password and when the password changes, all of the passwords have changed. Yes we need 

to change our passwords every now and then but it sure would be nice to be able to remember 

them. My understanding is that finger print scanners are pretty inexpensive. That would be a 

great way to log in. 

21.  
Posted Wednesday, September 28, 2011 at 5:15:10 PM 

Officer and I were on a call together on Sept. 29, at 1645 hours. Both of us have U1 

computers and the keyboard and mouse on both computers quit working.  

We unplugged the keyboard for a few seconds and plugged it back it but still could not get the 

keyboard and mouse to work on either unit.  

We also ejected the U1 from the docking station and reinserted it repeatedly but the mouse and 

keyboard still would not function.  

After about 20 minutes they started working, at least for now. 

I feel I am somewhat knowledgeable with computers but for the 14 months I've used the U1 

I've found the Rocky computer was much more reliable and a better unit by far. Is it possible to 

have the radio shop uninstall a U1 and replace it with a Rocky? 

22. 
Posted Thursday, September 29, 2011 at 5:24:53  

I agree that the concept is great. However the system is painfully slow. We should go to a 

hammer, chisel, and stone tablet to type reports.  

23.  
Posted Thursday, September 29, 2011 at 9:47:16  

I was very excited to get a U1 and now I wish I still had my Rocky and here is why.  

 

I work eastside and feel pretty safe saying that if you are east of the U1 will only 

function sporadically. between E and E. is a dead spot. I can 

attempt to run a tag at and will not get a return until somewhere around . Several 

Officers use to sit at the  building at . to type reports and you can 



not get Frontline to open reports, run persons or see calls at that location. 

 

The U1 will lock up if you have Frontline, Tracis and email open at the same time. 

 

Using Tracis on the U1 requires alot of patience and time. I only use Tracis in my patrol unit 

when absolutely necessary. 

 

The keyboard and mouse and screen in the U1 are not user friendly and often have issues. I 

have spent hours tyring to figure out which key I have accidently pushed to make it stop typing 

in all caps or symbols. There is a delay between typing and it appearing on the screen. The 

cords often come unplugged and you have to stop and spend time figuring our what is 

unplugged and why the keyboard and mouse have stopped working. The Function "E" often 

times does not fix the issue between the handheld and the screen. I have found that removing 

the hand held from the docking station and reinstalling it helps fix the screen issues. But it 

requires stopping to deal with the issues and when you are trying to get to a hot call that 

doesn't work very well. 

 

I have a 2009 Impala and am having the draining battrey issue. Anything over about 1.5 hours 

and I will need a jump start or I have to turn the power swtich off to the U1. 

 

Things that are working on the U1. Thank you for putting in docking stations at the divisions and 

at detective division. I often use the docking station to type my reports because the U1 works 

so much better in the docking stations and the U1 is definitely more useful when you are at 

detective division and dealing with an intake. 

 

The U1 is also useful at booking and makes filling out A&B much faster. 

 

The only draw back tto the positives is once you remove the U1 from the docking station it may 

or may not work when you put it back in. 

 

I think the U1 will be a useful tool but the issues we are having need to be addressed for us to 

do our jobs effecitively and safely. 

24. 
Posted Thursday, September 29, 2011 at 11:42:13  

So far today I have disconnected twice. 

 

Last week I worked a crash involving a regular vehicle and a commercial vehicle. When I went 

to Check my report, I was given the yellow box's telling me that I needed to add commercial 

information on my regular vehicle. I had to take my U1 to the radio shop and have the report 

"Push Through" by so it could be approved, because it was filled out properlly. We had 

this problem before but I thought it got fixed. Just thought you needed to know. 



25.  
Posted Friday, September 30, 2011 at 4:00:08  

It worked properly for a few weeks, then without doing anything different I now have to push 

Function E every time I start it up. First I get the Panasonic splash screen on the monitor then 

XP begins to load and the monitor stops and the little screen comes on. 

 

I also get error msg's at shutdown, evertime. 

 

The touch pad is not very good either. 

26.  
Posted Friday, September 30, 2011 at 10:55:50 PM 

Against my better judgement, I took the U1 out of the dock to use out of my car. Since this is 

about the 4th or 5th unit I've had, I thought the problem would not occur with this one. Before I 

put it back into the cradle, I might as well turn it off because I'll have to restart it to get it to 

work. Since it will freeze up the monitor, I will have to push the power button the unit to shut it 

down. Then, it'll take several stabs at the F-E buttons to get the monitor back in service. On the 

plus side, the monitor can take a punch... 

27. 
Posted Tuesday, October 04, 2011 at 12:22:30  

It is nearly impossible to access policy and TOG via the U1. It took me 10 minutes to get logged 

onto the intranet and then DIMS. Only to find that every time I tried to scroll through policy, the 

U1 would freeze up for at least a minute per mouse click. The "Resources",such as apartment 

maps, are also pretty much useless you have time to stop in route to a call and allow them to 

download. I would much rather have a paper policy and map book again. 

Note: I typed the messages on the U1 and it took for ever because there is such a lag between 

the keystroke and the U1 actually performing the function. 

28. 
Posted Tuesday, October 04, 2011 at 11:01:38  

The U1 defnitely has it's pros and cons, but personally I'm glad I have one. 

 

Working MVD evenings I get sent to several SUSPIC calls, and often times the subject does not 

have an ID and tends to be dishonest about their identity - go figure. Being able to remove the 

small handheld and have Frontline and TRACIS available to me is a huge benefit and makes 

determining identity much easier. Being able to remove the handheld for booking procedures 

and trips to detective division also makes parts of the job much more efficient.  

 

I also like having TRACIS available to me in my vehicle. When out following up on suspect info 

on calls or serving warrants, having recent FI's, A&B's, associates, and being able to look up 

most recent tickets for vehicle info without having to go to the division first has helped me 

locate suspects much faster several times.  

 



That being said, the cons I have experienced have been noted by other users. The U1 usually 

does take forever to load initially, but generally when I get everything up and running it runs 

adequately. My biggest complaint is that is seems to bog down occasionally like there isn't 

enough memory to run everything efficiently. I get the occasional dropped signal, but it is often 

back up very quickly on it's own and I almost never need to restart. 

 

All in all I feel the U1 is a great system but could use a little more tweeking and some simple 

upgrades (like speed). But personally I'm a fan of it and do not want my old Rocky back.  

29.  
Posted Tuesday, October 04, 2011 at 2:38:00 PM 

It seems that anywhere in the area of E  causes problems for the U1. It loses 

connection with PSSI, the internet, etc.  

 

I agree with others. The concept is great, however the reality tends to be frustrating. 

30. 
Posted Wednesday, October 05, 2011 at 9:59:57  

I waited with much anticipation for the U1 to be installed in my unit, like others have said at this 

point I wish I had the Rocky back. 

 

It has connectivity issues in that I find a large are out east that it can not communicate in, takes 

to long to start up as that I am finding it takes 30 min to go from the cold start to duty ready, 

the system freezes up and requires a complete shutdown and restart, the touch screen also 

freezes or does not maintain calibration, the keyboard stops working at times or select letters 

quit working. 

 

The stand alone U1 unit itself is like trying to use a PDA in place of a laptop. The keyboard is 

worthless, my thumbs don't work the way they need to foe its keyboard. The screen is too small 

to really read the small print on it so I quit taking it out of the car. The system is slow to the 

point of worthless for anything other basic call dispatch. It's sad that my $49 I-phone 3 works 

better and faster than the U1, I find that I am using it to do what the U1 was touted to do. 

Scrap the U1 and get us something that works, can be read and typed on out of the car without 

taking an extra keyboard and reading glasses.  

31.  
Posted Wednesday, October 05, 2011 at 11:10:32  

The U1 loses connection around consistently even after receiving the latest 

update. 

 

Also, the system is slow to load any program and gives no indication as to wether the program 

is loading or not such as an hourglass or something to let the user know that his input was 

recognized. 



32. 
Posted Friday, October 07, 2011 at 7:13:34  

 gave me a new u1 and it worked fine for the first week. I took it out once to use it, and 

re-docked it. Now every morning I have to push Fnc + E twice to get my moniter and keyboard 

to work. I have also noticed that the u1 seems to work faster when it is not docked in the car. It 

seems to slow down once you dock it and start using the screen and keyboard. Software 

conflict? I agree it is a great concept, but like most things the city does, someone cut corners 

somewhere and we wind up with an almost unusable great idea. 

33. 
Posted Friday, October 07, 2011 at 2:01:51 PM 

My U! has MAJOR TROUBLE staying connected anywhere aroun 

It does not stay connected on North or on  

I have to manually reconnect with SPRINT SMARTVIEW. It used to fix it's self. Most problems 

are occuring after 10am. 

I am requesting AGAIN to have my old Rocky put back in my car. I was told "Good luck with 

that!" by one of the computer people. 

If there were spell check on my Big Cheif Tablet, I would rather go back to it with my Crayons! 

Once again, I am not a computer guy and this this seems to frustrate me every day. 

34.  
Posted Saturday, October 08, 2011 at 12:11:08  

Out of frustration I've decided to post a comment every time this worthless U1 stops working 

just to illustrate how serious the problems are with the U1. 

 

I went 2 days with no problems whatsoever from the U1 but today as I was typing a report the 

keyboard stopped working AGAIN!!!! There is nothing you can do when this happens. You can't 

even reboot because the keyboard is completely dead. The only way to fix the problem is to 

drive to your division and put the U1 in the docking station and finish the report. Then if you 

reboot from inside the station you can put the U1 back in your car and it will magically work, at 

least for an unknown amount of time.  

 

If Will Rogers were alive today he would say there are three things that are certain, death, 

taxes, and that the U1 will cause you MAJOR problems several times during your work week. 

These problems need to either be solved or the U1 system needs to be scrapped. 

35.  
Posted Monday, October 10, 2011 at 1:38:15  

On October 9th about 2345 hours the dispatcher assigned to RID (G) asked if anyone was 

having trouble getting their U1 to connect. She said she was asked by a northside officer to 

check because his U1 was not connecting. A couple of RID officers responded that they were 

also not able to connect to the network. My U1 worked off and on during the remainder of my 

shift, which made it difficult to take calls or write reports.  



Most officers I've talked to have given up on taking their U1 to the radio shop because after 

multiple trips to the shop the same problems still exist. 

36. 
Posted Monday, October 10, 2011 at 9:03:20  

Still not staying connected. What ever happened to the auto connect? It takes valuable time to 

manually reconnect. Today I have been unconnected more than connected. It didn't even 

reconnect parked outside of the radio shop. 

37. 
Posted Tuesday, October 11, 2011 at 1:32:17 PM 

My U1 has been nothing but trouble. The screen will never connect if I turn it off or take it out - 

FunctE does not help, it simply doesn't connect. It is painfully slow - I had to use a pool car with 

the old laptop and it functioned so much faster than my U1. I like having the internet and 

TRACIS but I usually use my iPhone to look at D.O.C. and OSCN since it is so much faster than 

the U1. The boot up time is crazy slow - I live at and work at  I turn it on 

in my drive way and I'm lucky if it is booted up when I get to work. 

38. 
Posted Wednesday, October 12, 2011 at 1:49:22  

It seems that I am having the same problems as everyone else. The time to log on is wxtremely 

slow. My keyboard stops working. The processing speed is slow. It won't connect automatically. 

There are dead spots in the network. Looking up information on the internet would be useful if it 

didn't take so long to load pages. It asks me to update programs, but then it won't allow me to 

do it, since I'm not an administrator. If I ingor the update request, itposts another request every 

10 minutes. Can't the administrators tell it to allow updates automatically? 

39.  
Posted Wednesday, October 12, 2011 at 10:37:26 PM 

You know what I dont get. Its how this thing can work great one day and than the next day 

barly work at all. Yesterday it worked fine all night long, no problems at all. Tonight it is losing 

connection, the internet ishit and miss, the computer is taking forever to respond when you click 

on something. I am running the same programs as yesterday and im in the same areas as 

yesterday. It truly boggels the mind!!!! 

40.  
Posted Wednesday, October 12, 2011 at 11:12:28 PM 

For what seems to be the hundredth time, I was right in the middle of a report when the 

keyboard stopped working. The only was to fix it is to take it to the division and dock there. 

Unfortunately everytime I do there is already an officer in the station on the docking station 

because his/her keyboard also doesn't work. Will this ever get fixed. It happens multiple times 

EVERY week. The U1 system is a PIECE OF CRAP! Fix it or get rid of it! 

41.  
Posted Friday, October 14, 2011 at 10:21:14  



When checking the print preview on a collision report, I get an error message: 

 

"Error in Print Engine 

Error Number: 91 

Description: Object Variable or with block variable not set 

Routine: sRptPg7.Detail Format 

Line: 1050 

 

This will lock up my U-1. I am unable to get out of this error message. I have to shut the whole 

system down and hope the collision report is not lost. 

42.  
Posted Friday, October 14, 2011 at 8:49:10 PM 

I've timed the startup routine twice and it's about 14 minutes for me. Once everything is up and 

running i don't have much problem. However, reading emails through outlook is painfully slow. 

It takes about 18 seconds for a message to open once i select it, and 10 seconds to delete once 

i hit the delete button. 

43.  
Posted Monday, October 17, 2011 at 8:25:53 PM 

Trying to run PSSI and keep it running 

has become a full time job. Each time I drove S.  between to  it continually 

quit working. 

44. 
Posted Wednesday, October 19, 2011 at 10:02:37  

It would be nice if the U1 would let you know that has disconnected.  

 and are all dead spots. They are also good areas for speeders but often 

avoided because of the deadness. 

45.  
Posted Sunday, October 23, 2011 at 7:57:43  

Dead apot anywhere in the  

46. 
Posted Monday, October 24, 2011 at 9:56:27  

I stopped a car the other day at . I got the persons DL and insurance and 

returned to my car. I was able to run the DL but then it disconnected and would never 

reconnect to run the tag. I even tried manually to reconnect. No luck. So I drove towards the 

radio shop and like magic the stupid thing reconnected at 

47.  
Posted Thursday, October 27, 2011 at 12:36:33  

The keyboard continues to fail on my U-1. Most recently Matt Parker installed a new USB 

connection cable that screws into the car docking station instead of simply plugging in. It was 



thought that my keyboard kept failing because the connection cable was slipping loose. The new 

cable worked for a few days just like all the previous attempts to correct my keyboard issue but 

once again the keyboard doesn't work. I have rebooted, unplugged the keyboard cable, ejected 

from the car docking station. turned the power off and back on to my docking station. Nothing 

corrects the problem. The keyboard at the docking station inside RID works perfectly but when I 

transfer the U-1 back to my car the keyboard in the car will not work. This has been going on 

for several months. I estimate that I've spent well over 10 hours of my own time at the radio 

shop trying to get this fixed. The people at the radio shop are always very cooperative but to 

date the problem has not been resolved. From now on I will clock in and out on an overtime 

sheet when I take this to the radio shop for repair. 

48. 
Posted Thursday, October 27, 2011 at 10:35:35  

When assigned a call if I go to another screen then try to go back to the call "view stored 

messages" I get a blank screen. I must hit F7 to see the call. 

49.  
Posted Thursday, October 27, 2011 at 6:11:55 PM 

Arrrrrrgggggg...PSSI not staying connected....arrrrrrgggggg. Thanks for letting me vent! 

50.  
Posted Monday, October 31, 2011 at 9:50:18 PM 

I tried to complete online required CLEET trainng for several days but the U-1 will not display 

the CLEET website:http://www.ok.gov/cleet/ 

Other websites display very slow but fine, even the generic ok.gov site. I will have to use 

desktop computer to do CLEET. 

51. 
Posted Wednesday, November 02, 2011 at 11:04:34  

The U1 is incredibly slow when using anything that requires the internet as noted by a plethora 

of people above. I would also suggest 2 things that should be easy to accomplish right away. 

Make sure the windows updates happen in the background only after the unit's normal software 

is loaded. Also choose to limit these updates ability to have the "num-lock" key on as this key 

toggles three ways as part of the E-keyboard software that loads prior to windows. The result is 

that the keyboard will not function properly unless the operator knows to check where the num-

lock key is in the sequence. If you are really serious about fixing these issues, then make PSSI 

default to something reasonable, but much less-often that 10 second updates. 10-second 

updates times several hundred users leads to big problems. Also something is assuming that 

you don't want it to stay open more than 5 or 10 minutes, and keeps disconnecting you. The U1 

could actually be the greatest thing since peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, if we would just 

get these issues fixed. 

52. 
Posted Wednesday, November 02, 2011 at 3:13:48 PM 



PAINFULLY SLOW...and not talking about connection speed. The CPU/DRAM combination seems 

very inadequate. 

53.  
Posted Thursday, November 03, 2011 at 3:52:01  

Have to give credit where credit is due. My u1 has been working fine for the last about 2 weeks, 

no real issues to report.. Knock on wood!!! 

54. 
Posted Thursday, November 03, 2011 at 6:00:38  

I agree that the U1 has been more reliable and seems to be faster than it was (its still slow); 

however, trying to access policy via DMS on the U1 is still nearly impossible. How about a pdf 

file with policy like it was on the Rocky. Also the apartment maps are way to difficult for officers 

to access while responding to calls. Again the function on the Rocky was superior. 

55. 
Posted Thursday, November 03, 2011 at 2:56:01 PM 

I read all the comments before submitting this to ensure I would not be repeating a problem. IT 

makes us change passwords constantly and the rules for passwords are different for every 

program. Now, adding insult to injury, the U1 doesn't sync up to my desktop password changes. 

For days after a password change I have no idea which password will work on the U1. This is a 

really basic function, you would think we could get it right. I'm sending this because this really 

is the last straw. I disliked but could tolerate the U1 before, now I hate it and wish I could 

extirpate it from my car. 

56. 
Posted Friday, November 04, 2011 at 6:29:32  

I can't take test on PowerDMS, I get an error stating that the pop up blocker is prohibiting 

action. I turn off the pop up blocker under "Tools" window and still get same warning stating 

that the system is detecting a pop up blocker. 

57.  
Posted Saturday, November 05, 2011 at 7:15:58  

Again, I do not have a U1. However, the topic of the U1's comes up in meetings I attend as we 

prepare to "upgrade" from our current Frontline 3 software to the Frontline 5 software. I can 

confirm that MANY people are working on trying to make the U1 work better by trying to clean 

up the numerous applications and equipment connections it is asked to run. We must prepare 

for dealing with them for some time to come. The problems with the U1 came to the attention 

and realization of management level decision makers AFTER we had purchased several hundred 

of the units, many still yet to be installed. It is unfortunate that the only person above sergeant 

on this department that appeared ready to take decisive action on this was the Chief after he 

experienced many of the issues discussed here. Can it really be that Capt Odom was the only 

command level person other than the Chief that turned on that funny-looking-electronical-thing 

mounted in their car? 



58. 
Posted Friday, November 11, 2011 at 1:42:47 PM 

I still have major connection issues all across ! 

59. 
Posted Monday, November 14, 2011 at 7:43:11  

constant slow connection and I have to manually power the unit off to get it to respond. For 

instance while typing this statement there is about a 2 second delay. Is there any other 

alternatives to these? 

60.  
Posted Thursday, November 17, 2011 at 5:54:20  

My U1 has been losing Sprint connection again when I go east of  There is also 

a security confirmation that pops up every few minutes saying I need to lock my computer so it 

can verify who I am. I lock my computer and then unlock it and it pops up a few minutes later. 

This gets really annoying after a while. Also the computer says it has updates and that it needs 

to be restarted and after I restar the computer it says it has updates again and that I need to 

restart it again. How can I fix these problems? 

61.  
Posted Thursday, November 17, 2011 at 7:03:53  

Anything we can can do about the cold weather start up? When it gets around freezing I have to 

let the computer warm up before it will start. Don't really want to have to take it home every 

night.  

U1 Users Discussion 

Please use this forum to discuss problems you are having with your U1 computer. It will be checked 

frequently and will assist us in fixing issues with the integration of the U1 computers. 

Please use this forum to discuss problems you are having with your U1 computer. It will be checked 

frequently and will assist us in fixing issues with the integration of the U1 computers. 

 

93 comments for “U1 Users Discussion”  

1. Richard Meulenberg 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 9:59:44 AM 

I know many of you are having some difficulties with your U1 computers. I started this post to 

help us list specific problems with the U1. There are several factors involved with the U1, 

including software issues, cell tower issues, and hardware issues. Please post any problems you 

may be having with your U1. If possible tell me what you were doing on the system and 

specifically where the problem occurred. If you need to contact me please email me, I have 

emails forwarded to my phone. 

2. 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 11:35:28 AM 



Regularly, the U1 locks up if multiple apps are running. Seems like a memory issue. Also, I am 

grateful for the ability to access the internet, however it is unbearably slow. I have used a 

personal Sprint card for years, and know that internet connections should not be that slow. 

3. 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 11:44:33 AM 

I have had the touch screen quit working several times which was resolved by having to reboot. 

The mouse worked but the touch screen stopped. The lack of towers is an issue in particular 

east and north parts of the city.  

4. Will Dalsing 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 2:10:28 PM 

 

Thanks for your feedback. It has gotten even slower recently, I believe. IT made a change 

yesterday than may have sped things up. Let me know. 

On the multiple application lock-up issue, we would like to see that replicated for us. Perhaps 

you could show Matt Parker and me that performance issue sometime soon. 

5. Will 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 2:14:41 PM 

, 

Unusual report on the touch screen. I've not heard that one before. Perhaps in this case we 

should show that to Scott Danks (at the Radio Shop) and see if a new software image that is 

perhaps not so buggy is needed. 

On the wireless tower issues, we would truly like it if we could exactly locate those blocks, areas 

where wireless connectivity is just NOT present.  

Matt and I have been doing some driving and testing to find these "Dead Spots," but there's no 

way we can find them all. 

 

Thanks 

6. Will 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 2:19:31 PM 

To all Users, 

There are problem several U1s out there that will not send messages, or seem to be 

disconnected, even when they show to be connected. This is a known issue that has come up in 

the last few weeks and we are fighting to figure it out now.  

In the mean time, if this happens to you, please got to "Start" then "Connect To", then "COT 

Broadband" and click "Disconnect." 

The repeat the same process (Start, Connect To, COT Broadband,) then click "Connect." 

Give it about thirty seconds and it will reconnect and you may then begin sending or doin your 

work again.  

We will resolve this ASAP. 

7. 



Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 2:25:11 PM 

Will, 

To be more specific, the touch screen is what locks up, much as described. My experience is 

that the mouse curser will move about, but clicks or touches on the screen are not recognized. 

It usually clears up after 10-15 seconds. Once in a while a hard shutdown is required to get 

working again. I will make note of what's running when this happens and let you know. 

8. 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 3:18:32 PM 

Will, 

I lose my internet connection almost everytime I go to the  and north of 

 

9. 
Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 6:11:16 PM 

Hey guys. I too have had the lock up problem. The times it happened to me, all I could do is a 

full reboot by holding the power button down (complete lockup of the system). 

 

The only thing that I had running other than Frontline stuff was the CADS Police Monitor. 

 

I also seem to have some problems dropping signal at . 

10. 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 1:13:52 AM 

Recently, when I log onto a computer at the division, it shows my U1 screen from the car....That 

wasn't a problem until I noticed I couldn't access the internet from the division, only from my 

car...Found out that somehow my pop-up blocker was on (it had been disabled)...Like the 

Connect/Disconnect issue, it needs to be checked regularly. 

11.  
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 3:10:35 AM 

I would agree with  that the area around the is a dead spot. I also 

couldn't get any connection while on a several weeks ago. I also 

think it would be easier to identify the "dead spots" if there was some sort of notification when 

connection is lost. I imagine many times connecttion is lost while driving and not realized until 

several minutes later  

 

I've also experiences some performance issues with the touch screen temporarily not 

responding. Another problem has been that while typing the screen does not keep up with the 

keystrokes. I don't know if this is a display issue or a performance issue with the computer 

itself. 

12. 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 7:26:08 AM 



Same touch screen problem as . It actually works, just about 1/2 inch below 

where the screen is touched. 

 

I also have periodic difficulty with the main monitor going blank and having to do Funciton E. 

Sometimes this is when I first log on, many times it is after the computer has been sitting with 

no activity. 

13.  
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 9:29:21 AM 

I wish it the U1 had racing stripes 

14. 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:31:03 AM 

I have had a few problems with losing a connection. Sometimes wants & warrants and CADS 

requests won't send. I check and find that I am connected. If I disconnect and reconnect the 

requests will send. I also do not like the way the shift, function, control and alt. keys work. If I 

push and release any of them they stay active until I push another key. I have the keyboard 

lock up once and the touch screen act like a right click. I had to do a hard re-boot to fix that. 

And wishes everything had racing stripes and flowmasters! 

15. 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:34:09 AM 

I agree that multiple apps running cause frequent lock-ups. Supevisors tend to have CADS, 

Incident Rpts., FIRs, and Acc. modules all open, but minimized. If you add Wants/Warrants, that 

makes 6. I agree Internet is almost unusable in car. MY BIG GRIPE..bumping us off for 

inactivity. We run out from lunch or admin duty at the div., and find out we're driving code to a 

hot call with no info, can'r reconnect while driving, and arrive w/o required safety info.! THIS IS 

HUGE and it happens a lot. 

16. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:49:49 AM 

Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 3:18:32 PM 

Will, 

I lose my internet connection almost everytime I go to the  and north o

 

 

, 

Please try this: Once you get in the parking lot of the K9 shack follow these steps: 

1. go to "START" 

2. click "Connect To" 

3. click "COT Broadband" 

4. if says "Disconnected" select "Connect" 

5. if says "Connected" select "Disconnect" 



6. if you disconnected, now go to "Start" then "Connect To" then click "COT Broadband" 

 

it will now reconnect after about thirty seconds and you'll be good to go. 

17.  
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:50:36 AM 

The link to city ordinances doesn't work for me. It gives a page not found error. I tried VPN and 

got user not authorized error. From drop down menu go to external sources and city ordinances. 

Here is the link: 

http://www.cityoftulsa.org/our-city/ordinances.aspx 

18. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:57:56 AM 

 

Posted Tuesday, November 30, 2010 at 6:11:16 PM 

Hey guys. I too have had the lock up problem. The times it happened to me, all I could do is a 

full reboot by holding the power button down (complete lockup of the system). 

 

The only thing that I had running other than Frontline stuff was the CADS Police Monitor. 

 

I also seem to have some problems dropping signal at MVD. 

 

 

 

Follow the steps above I gave to  Here they are again: 

 

1. go to "START" 

2. click "Connect To" 

3. click "COT Broadband" 

4. if says "Disconnected" select "Connect" 

5. if says "Connected" select "Disconnect" 

6. if you disconnected, now go to "Start" then "Connect To" then click "COT Broadband" 

 

it will now reconnect after about thirty seconds and you'll be good to go. 

 

I think on many of these lock-ups the computer is showing it is disconnected but it locks up on 

sending or receiveing because it doesn't have a PROPER connection. In other words, it's not re-

connecting properly as it was in our initial phases. 

We don't know why yet. 

But for now, if your computer is not completely frozen after waiting a minute or so, OR if it 

seems to be frozen on on "SENDING MESSAGE" or recieving one, I'd like everyone to try 

disconnecting and then reconnecting the broadband first. 



 

Also, if you have no signal, such as the known spot at  obviously until you 

move, there's nothing to be done. We are gathering these locations and bringing Sprint to town 

to get them coverage. 

 

Thanks for your patience! 

 

19. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:00:18 AM 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 1:13:52 AM 

Recently, when I log onto a computer at the division, it shows my U1 screen from the car....That 

wasn't a problem until I noticed I couldn't access the internet from the division, only from my 

car...Found out that somehow my pop-up blocker was on (it had been disabled)...Like the 

Connect/Disconnect issue, it needs to be checked regularly. 

 

 

 

Your profile at some time or now is set to roaming. 

I need you to come see me, anytime. To my house or whatever. Call me  

20. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:05:04 AM 

 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 3:10:35 AM 

I would agree with  that the area around the is a dead spot. I also 

couldn't get any connection while on a several weeks ago. I also 

think it would be easier to identify the "dead spots" if there was some sort of notification when 

connection is lost. I imagine many times connecttion is lost while driving and not realized until 

several minutes later  

 

I've also experiences some performance issues with the touch screen temporarily not 

responding. Another problem has been that while typing the screen does not keep up with the 

keystrokes. I don't know if this is a display issue or a performance issue with the computer 

itself. 

 

, 

is a known problem as is most of the  

Sounds like a performance issue. We might consider getting you a computer with a fresh 

software image. 



 

Thanks for your work, 

21. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:06:29 AM 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 7:26:08 AM 

Same touch screen problem as . It actually works, just about 1/2 inch below 

where the screen is touched. 

 

I also have periodic difficulty with the main monitor going blank and having to do Funciton E. 

Sometimes this is when I first log on, many times it is after the computer has been sitting with 

no activity. 

22. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:08:10 AM 

, 

Your touch screen needs to be calibrated. I'll be happy to show you how, or if there's anyone 

out there that knows how to calibrate touch using the GUNZEE app, please assist the Captain. 

23. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:12:11 AM 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:31:03 AM 

I have had a few problems with losing a connection. Sometimes wants & warrants and CADS 

requests won't send. I check and find that I am connected. If I disconnect and reconnect the 

requests will send. I also do not like the way the shift, function, control and alt. keys work. If I 

push and release any of them they stay active until I push another key. I have the keyboard 

lock up once and the touch screen act like a right click. I had to do a hard re-boot to fix that. 

And wishes everything had racing stripes and flowmasters! 

 

, 

There is on your screen a little box that has the letter "R" on it. When the little mouse in that 

box is clicked, every touch becomes a right-click. Make sure that's not checked next time. 

Your connection issue and your fix for it is exactly as I described above and right on for now. At 

least until we figure out what is causing it. 

 

Thanks, 

24. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:15:32 AM 

 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:34:09 AM 

I agree that multiple apps running cause frequent lock-ups. Supevisors tend to have CADS, 



Incident Rpts., FIRs, and Acc. modules all open, but minimized. If you add Wants/Warrants, that 

makes 6. I agree Internet is almost unusable in car. MY BIG GRIPE..bumping us off for 

inactivity. We run out from lunch or admin duty at the div., and find out we're driving code to a 

hot call with no info, can'r reconnect while driving, and arrive w/o required safety info.! THIS IS 

HUGE and it happens a lot. 

 

 

 

Agreed. That is a big deal. Please explain further: what is bumping off for inactivity? 

I'm not sure I completely understand. 

 

Thanks, 

25. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:17:36 AM 

 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:50:36 AM 

The link to city ordinances doesn't work for me. It gives a page not found error. I tried VPN and 

got user not authorized error. From drop down menu go to external sources and city ordinances. 

Here is the link: 

http://www.cityoftulsa.org/our-city/ordinances.aspx 

 

 

 

I'm copying this over to Matt Parker so he can look into why the network isn't passing thru this. 

Is this a recent thing? 

 

Thanks, 

26. 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 1:40:38 PM 

Hey guys, 

 

Again just locked up on a send receive message.  

 

Upon trying to disconnect/reconnect I lost the task bar. The only thing I could access were the 

progams open in Frontline by using alt+tab keys. 

 

Of course they were useless without the connection. 

 

All attempts to get the task bar back or even hitting the windows key to try and get the start 

menu failed. 



 

I finally had to just manually press the power button to close it all down and reboot. 

 

Had no other programs open except frontline, cads and wants/warrants. 

 

If it helps I was in  area. 

 

27. WIll 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 1:43:37 PM 

  

 

Call me, 

28.  
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 6:43:50 PM 

The full use of the internet is a great idea, however, it is nearly impossible to hold a connection. 

My system locks up every day. I am forced to reboot the hard way. It would also be nice to have 

a few docking stations to use for report writing, out of the car.  

29. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 8:42:27 PM 

 

I would like to talk to you further about this.  

Please call me at your convenience, whenever..

 

Thanks 

30. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 8:47:30 PM 

25.Will 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:17:36 AM 

 

Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 10:50:36 AM 

The link to city ordinances doesn't work for me. It gives a page not found error. I tried VPN and 

got user not authorized error. From drop down menu go to external sources and city ordinances. 

Here is the link: 

http://www.cityoftulsa.org/our-city/ordinances.aspx 

 

 

 

I'm copying this over to Matt Parker so he can look into why the network isn't passing thru this. 

Is this a recent thing? 



 

Thanks, 

 

 

 

 

That external link fomthe Intranet is not going to work right now as the location of the resource 

it points to is in the DMZ. A fix is planned for that. 

 

In the meantime, please try the "Resources" folder on your desktop, then go to "Manuals" to 

find the books of laws and stuff. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Will 

31.  
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:34:59 PM 

Four issues I have identified: 

 

#1: 

My U1 intermittently decides to default to the small built-in screen instead of the large in-car 

screen when booting up, requiring me to press Fn-E to correct it. It will do this persistently 

across multiple reboots. It starts with the large screen active, but switches approximately 

halfway through the Windows boot process (while the Windows logo is on the screen). The only 

way I have found to correct the behavior is to dismount the U1 from the vehicle while it is on, 

use it for a few minutes outside the car, then remount it while it is still on; this will usually (not 

always) switch the default back to the large screen the next time I reboot. The default will 

remain on the large screen persistently until I remove the U1 from the vehicle as described 

above; it will then switch back to defaulting to the small screen. 

 

#2: 

My Incident Reporting software appears to be an older version. It lacks crime type descriptions 

for certain key report types, such as Domestic Violence Interview. 

 

#3: 

The Flash client on my terminal is out of date. I cannot update it myself due to account 

restrictions. 

 

#4: 

For some reason, occasionally when I press the Caps Lock key, the keyboard will begin reporting 



keypresses from certain letters as if I had pressed arrow keys, or not reporting them at all. This 

is corrected easily by pressing the Caps Lock key twice, but is irritating. 

32.  
Posted Wednesday, December 01, 2010 at 11:42:32 PM 

To clarify #4, above: The keyboard to which I am referring is the large in-car keyboard. I have 

not tried pressing keys on the integrated keyboard on the U1 while it is doing this to find out if 

they both behave this way. 

33. 
Posted Thursday, December 02, 2010 at 2:36:07 AM 

Reference the non functioning City Ordinances link...in my Resources folder, I do not have a 

'Manuals'. Any other suggestions? 

 

Also, this forum is a great idea..can we go ahead and make separate threads for each issue, so 

users don't have to read thru several pages of material? 

 

Thanks, 

 

34.  
Posted Thursday, December 02, 2010 at 8:16:08 AM 

As with  I don't have it in my resource folder either. I don't know what the DMZ is but it's 

odd that I can't see a public City of Tulsa site (ordinances).  

35. Will 
Posted Thursday, December 02, 2010 at 10:39:24 AM 

, 

 

The ordinances on the City's public server are in the DMZ, as in outside the firewall. For some 

reason I'm not smart enough to explain we cannot go from our mobile network behind the 

firewall out to the public side; the link is broken. We will get it fixed. 

Meanwhile, in the resources folder for Manuals, I must be mistaken or it's something we added 

after we loaded the software imahe version on yours. Please check with some other perhaps 

newer users and I'll check on things too. 

Ref the separate forum strings, I will check around. This isn't true forum software; maybe it's 

time to get one if the City doesnt have it already. 

 you are familiar with our blog stuff, think that might work? 

Thanks, 

36.  
Posted Friday, December 03, 2010 at 3:29:30 AM 



My U1 seems to be missing the database replace function that I had on my old MDT. Without it I 

don't know of another way to delete incident reports that were approved on a desktop after I 

had pulled them up on my MDT. 

37. Matt Parker 
Posted Friday, December 03, 2010 at 4:22:08 PM 

 -  

Since the time you received training and your computers there have been some changes made 

to the master image that is deployed with the computers. The newer images have the Resource 

folder that contains a link to Manuals and Reference which is located on the intranet under TPD 

Resources ? Other Resources ? Manuals. In this area there are links to Municipal and State Titles 

as well as the UCR Code Sheet, Street Hundred Blocks and others. If you do not have the 

Database Replace utility or NCIC fix, those were also added later.  

We are working on an update that we can apply to your computer so that it will like the others. 

This update should be available by the middle of next week, stay tuned to this blog for the 

availability of that update. 

38. 
Posted Monday, December 06, 2010 at 1:58:17 PM 

Mine has lost connections several times today. I even had trouble disconnecting from the city's 

network a couple of times. 

39.  
Posted Monday, December 06, 2010 at 9:11:01 PM 

Just so you'll know it's not an isolated incident I have also experienced issues with the number 

keys on my keyboard not functioning but it is corrected by double tapping the caps lock key. 

 

Also as I'm typing this message my keybaord is slow and does not keep up. 

40. 
Posted Wednesday, December 08, 2010 at 1:14:44 PM 

Huge dead spot at . I have keep having to disconnect and reconnect 

41. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 08, 2010 at 4:12:18 PM 

Thanks 

 

I have no clue what's causing the keyboard thing. The CPU busy? 

Thanks for the dead spot. We have Sprint in town today looking at these spots. 

42. Will 
Posted Wednesday, December 08, 2010 at 4:14:32 PM 

 

 

Ref your issues 1-4, I recommend that first we get you the newest image. Please contact Scott 



Danks or other personnel at the radio shop to trade computers. 

I will forward this request to Danks. 

 

Thanks, 

43.  
Posted Wednesday, December 08, 2010 at 7:59:26 PM 

What is the normal boot-up time? I timed mine today and it took 9 minutes to boot up my 

desktop. Is this normal? 

44. 
Posted Sunday, December 12, 2010 at 1:14:34 PM 

I have been told the city system is bumping us off the broadband connection for some specified 

period of inactivity. My UH1 certainly acts like that. Every time I come back to the car from 

lunch or from doing office work at the division, the odds are good I find my connection is gone. 

Though the re-connect routine works, about half the time when you try to load the "Show all 

Connections" the program freezes up my computer and I have to wait about 10' for it to finally 

pop up to reconnect. Though this is an agonizing wait, it is still better than a 15'+ hard reboot 

and re-log in. 

45.  
Posted Monday, December 13, 2010 at 5:34:18 PM 

Typing this message is giving me a headache because the display is about ten keystrokes 

behind my typing. 

 

I truly dislike this computer. 

 

Replaced my first U-1 because it would disconnect several times during one traffic stop. New 

unit is better but it drops connections routinely north of  

 

I very seldom get on the internet because the connection is so slow. 

 

I'm typing this in the parking lot. The typing delay is driving me nuts. 

 

I tried typing and sending a note from the  and it seems to have vanished into the ozone 

layer. 

46. 
Posted Tuesday, December 14, 2010 at 7:24:30 PM 

I only have a computer at work. I am not very computer "SMART". 

 

This new U1 seems to frustrate me more than any other computer I have ever delt with. I would 

really like the old Rockey back. It seemed to work alright. It seemed reliable. It never dropped 

its conection. 



 

The U1 drops me all of the time. The boot-up takes forever. It wouldn't connect today on North 

from East  

 

The internet and TRACIS are a great thing, but I would much rather have the ole Rockey while 

I'm out on Patrol. Being able to look calls up, squad mates locations and running Wants and 

Warrents on the "fly" helps me be a better and safer police man. 

 

(I am currently on my 3rd U1.) 

47. 
Posted Tuesday, December 14, 2010 at 9:46:48 PM 

I have to reconnect to the COT any where from 15 to 20 times during my shift. This along with 

the slow keyboard are my biggest issues. 

48.  
Posted Tuesday, December 14, 2010 at 10:56:30 PM 

As of Dec. 14, the link to the city ordinances still does not work. Just wanted to let you know 

because I thought I saw a previous post about this with an answer that the problem would be 

corrected within a few days. 

49. Will 
Posted Thursday, December 16, 2010 at 3:43:32 PM 

We ARE having some significant issues, no doubt. I recognize that some of the users might wish 

to go back to your Rockys. But remember when the Rockys came out? the first year or more 

they were out we had huge connectivity issues. It took awhile before they became so 

dependable (and some would argue they never were!) 

Anyway, Matt and I have been working many hours to determine what has happened in the last 

four weeks to cause the, (for some), drastic slow-downs and performance issues. 

It's not just Sprint, or just the network, or just the computer itself. There's an odd combination 

of things going on. 

 

Anyway, Matt and I start tomorrow on a fresh software image. We've had Sprint in town this 

week to start addressing coverage issues and odd signal vs. bandwidth stuff that is happening. 

Network services in IT has a service ticket from the Chief reference network speed. We WILL get 

this resolved. 

 

BTW, connection to online laws and reference manuals can now be made. 

 

If your boot-up takes forever (9-10 minutes) please consider swapping U1s at the radio shop, 

that is assuming you are not sitting in a complete dead zone for wireless. 

 

I want to thank you all for your patience. We are only six months into this. In a perfect world 



none of these issues would occur, and believe it or not our testing in early phase did not reveal 

these problems. 

 

Please stick with it. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Will 

50.  
Posted Tuesday, December 21, 2010 at 10:40:19 PM 

Has a class been schheduled for training on the U1 computers? 

51. 
Posted Saturday, December 25, 2010 at 3:44:16 AM 

In Tracis, when veiwing pictures, there is a 'Image Copy' button that puts a copy of the pic on 

the 'C' drive. My U1 will not save the pic to C. It gives an error message. 

52. 
Posted Saturday, December 25, 2010 at 8:47:22 PM 

I am also having connection problems. But even as I 

type this I have to stop every couple of works to let the computer catch up. It is very difficult to 

type. Also I have my computer freeze up and sometimes it clears in 30-45 seconds and 

sometimes it does not and requires a hard reset.  

53.  
Posted Sunday, December 26, 2010 at 12:28:39 AM 

When my U1 works it is great, best tool I have had. The dispatch screen is so valuable for K9. 

Now some of the problems I know are just issues that have to be worked out. I was one of the 

first to get the old computers and there were major connection problems. Remember having to 

go to your trunk and unplug the modem. So even though I get really upset with this new one I 

know it is going to take some time. But when I click on frontline and all it does is duplicate the 

short cut and does the same thing when I try to delete it. I did notice the little mouse was in the 

corner of my screen when this happens does that have anything to do with the problem. If it 

does how do I prevent that from hapening again. If the problems with the dispatch screen would 

get worked out I would be sold on the new ones. I know some of the problems are with dispatch 

itself but I was wondering if maybe having a little training class with dispatch would help work 

out some of these issues. That way they would understand how frustrating this is for us when 

they enter things wrong. The all black letters on the gray screen is driving me nuts. Being able 

to just glance over and see if there are any calls in red holding was so helpful for me. Thanks 

54.  
Posted Monday, December 27, 2010 at 12:22:03 PM 

I tried to open the yellow pages, which has worked in the past. This time I got a message that I 

needed to install a newer version of Adobe flash player, please advise. Thanks. 



55.  
Posted Tuesday, December 28, 2010 at 5:32:23 PM 

The connection issues give me a headache!!!!!!!! no service from 

56. Will 
Posted Sunday, January 02, 2011 at 5:00:16 PM 

To all, 

 

Matt has had Panasonic people and Sprint people in town. A solution to connection issues 

appears close. We are testing a new connection manager this week. If we see success, and I 

truly believe we will, we will be swapping everyones computer out, or something similar, in the 

coming weeks. 

 

The Adobe Flash update is a different issue, one of updating automatically from the network I 

suppose. Matt will be spearheading that too. 

 

Of the some ninety users of the new U1 that we have out, I am estimating about twenty are 

having significant connection issues. This is far too many and as I mentioned before, was not 

reflected in our extensive early testing. You are the first group, and have shown great patience. 

I want to thank you all. We WILL get this solid. 

 

Cpl. Will Dalsing 

57. Will 
Posted Sunday, January 02, 2011 at 5:07:07 PM 

 

 

I need to see your Image Copy problem somehow, or maybe show Matt Parker? 

Contact us, please. 

 

 

The next U1 class is this coming Friday. Jan. 7 at 1300 hrs. Please contact Officer Meulenberg 

ref any scheduling for these at rgmeulenberg@cityoftulsa.org 

 

Thanks, 

 

Cpl. Will Dalsing 

58. 
Posted Tuesday, January 04, 2011 at 7:08:50 AM 

Can we print from the docking stations? I tried last week and was unsuccessful. 



59.  
Posted Wednesday, January 05, 2011 at 5:21:43 AM 

n,  

Following the procedure for installing a printer on any other city computer I was able to set mine 

to print to the GID copier, even while in my car. 

60.  
Posted Friday, January 07, 2011 at 11:45:23 PM 

Ditto on the connection problems.  

61. 
Posted Saturday, January 08, 2011 at 3:48:51 AM 

I have to reboot all the time. It takes so long I've started writing everything down like the old 

days before computers. 

62.  
Posted Saturday, January 08, 2011 at 5:36:45 AM 

Could you post the instructions on how to set up the U1 so I can print from the U1 to a divion 

printer? 

63.  
Posted Sunday, January 09, 2011 at 5:54:55 AM 

 

The instructions will vary a little based on what division and what printer you want to use. 

Hopefully there is a printout somewhere at RID with instructions on it and information on what 

server and printers to select. I followed the exact instructions for setting upa printer on a 

desktop computer and it worked just fine. Sometimes it takes the U1 awhile to send something 

to print, but it seems to always work. 

64. Richard 
Posted Monday, January 10, 2011 at 4:49:15 PM 

Hey , give me a call and we'll go over your computer to see what type of problem you are 

having. 

 

All of the Multifunction printers are under policesrv14. 

 

Try clicking "start", "run", then type "\\policesrv14" and it should populate a list of the big 

printers. 

65.   
Posted Friday, January 14, 2011 at 2:57:56 AM 

Tonight everything was working well until I got out on a shooting for a couple of hours. When I 

got back in my car I realized my monitor and keyboard were not working. I could hear audio but 

couldn't see anything.  

I undocked my computer nd redcoked several times but got nothing. I rebooted but got nothing. 

Finally it justtsrted back up. 



 

I left my car on and had my heater cranked up higher than it would have been if I had been 

sitting in the car the entire time. I think with the vents blasting on the monitor for acouple of 

hours it may have gotten too hot to work properly until I turned the heater down and it cooled 

off a bit. Has any one else had that problem? Is it possible that the heater caused this. I hope 

this is a it was. 

66. Will 
Posted Friday, January 14, 2011 at 2:26:00 PM 

 

 

That is a new thing to me. I assume you were hitting "FN" then "E" to get it to switch to the 

monitor? 

I will check with Panasonic about temperature range. We did not have this problem in the 

summer. 

 

Will 

67.  
Posted Saturday, January 15, 2011 at 12:13:29 AM 

Will, 

 

I have one of the older U1 computers that takes quite a while to boot up and is apparently 

running one of the oldest software images. Should I go get a new one now or wait until they are 

ready to swap everyone's out with the newest connection fix? 

68. Will 
Posted Sunday, January 16, 2011 at 4:47:44 PM 

, 

 

If you are still functioning, lets wait just a little longer. We alsmost have a new complete image 

ready with all fixes and updates. 

 

Stay tuned here for update and plan for replacing all computers with older images. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Will 

69. 
Posted Wednesday, January 19, 2011 at 7:08:15 AM 

For some reason my U1 has started reverting to the display on the computer rather than the 

moniter in the mornings. The first time I push FN E it displays on both screens, I push FN E 

again and it works properly. Did I accidentally change something? 



70.  
Posted Wednesday, January 19, 2011 at 2:31:41 PM 

I found a dead spot on  between  

71.  
Posted Wednesday, January 19, 2011 at 10:39:07 PM 

While shutting down I get an error "McTray.exe" not shutting down properly. I end it & shut 

down anyway. Ideas?? 

72. Will Dalsing 
Posted Thursday, January 20, 2011 at 10:40:52 AM 

, 

That is unusual though not unheard of. You are doing the correct action. I know of no setting 

you could have changed. Next time, after initial boot-up, remove the U1 from the dock then put 

it back. Wait. See what happens.  

 

 

 

Sprint plans to install a new tower in the area which should remedy that dead-spot. 

Thanks for your patience. 

 

 

 

Everyone gets that; it even happens on desktops. Let's just say that some person in IT needs to 

step up and set up the Mcafee software correctly. It hurts nothing, just select "End Now" if you 

want. 

 

Thanks all, 

 

Cpl. Will Dalsing 

73.  
Posted Friday, January 21, 2011 at 12:44:13 PM 

 was a dead spot for me 

 

FYI 

74. Will 
Posted Sunday, January 23, 2011 at 6:55:07 PM 

Thanks, Off. 

75.  
Posted Tuesday, January 25, 2011 at 2:10:25 PM 

CAn I please get my old computer back? 

76.  



Posted Tuesday, January 25, 2011 at 2:14:07 PM 

It locks up and must be restarted to become functional. Making this comment section type three 

keystrokes behind my typing doesn't help my frustration. 

 

One Restart lost all of my saved documents. 

77.  
Posted Tuesday, January 25, 2011 at 10:34:20 PM 

seems to be a dead spot. There were two of us out there with U1 computers 

while on a wreck and both of us were having problems. 

78. will  
Posted Wednesday, January 26, 2011 at 7:35:29 PM 

 Please report to the radio shop during the day and let them help you work thru your 

problems.  

 

This forum is behind on keystrokes at every City computer. I will report it to the webteam. 

 

You cannot have your old computer back. We shot it. 

 

Will 

79.  
Posted Thursday, January 27, 2011 at 6:06:37 AM 

How do I get to the Z drive from the U1?When I got the U1 it had a shortcut to the Z drive that 

did not work. Now it is gone from my desktop. 

80.  
Posted Thursday, January 27, 2011 at 11:09:52 PM 

I was at the two night ago and drove around all over the place.I did not have any 

problems. It seems to be hit and miss for me. 

81. Will Dalsing 
Posted Sunday, January 30, 2011 at 5:19:59 PM 

We are ready to start putting out the new computers to anyone who has did not receive a Fresh 

computer in January. 

 

First, anyone who received your computer in 2010 AND is having Current problems with 

Connection, please respond here.  

 

We will swap about fifteen computers a week or more till we get them all done. But I want to do 

the big problems first. 

 

If you are having constant problems please post here and We will get you on the list early and 

fast. 



 

Otherwise watch your e-mail for information about when to respond to the radio shop to trade 

your U1 in for another. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Will 

82. 
Posted Sunday, February 06, 2011 at 3:08:49 PM 

I received a new U1 and it seems to have really helped with my connection issues. Still very 

slow to load documents. Also the docking stations are great! Can we please get 2 at the 

detective division in the area where we watch our prisoners? Thanks! 

83. 
Posted Monday, February 14, 2011 at 6:16:12 AM 

For the past couple weeks, things have gone downhill. I am getting routinely disconnected from 

the braodband connection. I then ask to disconnect and then re-connect and this is almost 

always sucessful. Lately in the past 4 or 5 shifts; the soft-touch software fails and I can no 

longer use the touch screen until I completely shut-down and re-boot. 

84. 
Posted Monday, February 14, 2011 at 2:55:36 PM 

I have not seen any police cars with the new U1 computers equipped with a transport cage. Are 

we going to be losing our cages, because of these computer? Or is there and alternate computer 

mount for vehicles with cages? 

85. 
Posted Wednesday, February 16, 2011 at 1:47:50 AM 

My computer monitor was acting like it was not getting power. So I dropped it off at the radio 

shop. They left me a note telling me to make sure my power supply was turned on. SOOO I 

knew I had to find a fix myself. After plugging and unplugging cables I finally found the 

problem. When they installed the computer they placed the power pack directly under my floor 

heating vents and it was causing it to overheat shut down the monitor. So I moved the power 

pack between my seat and console and I have not had any problems since. 

86. Will Dalsing 
Posted Wednesday, February 16, 2011 at 11:16:37 AM 

, 

 

Please go to radio shop and get latest computer with newest software image as soon as 

possible. 

 

We will not be giving up cages. A solution is in place. 

 



 

 

Thank you for your solution . we will integrate it into our installs. 

 

Will 

87. Richard 
Posted Wednesday, February 23, 2011 at 8:58:48 AM 

In reference to the partition question. We have a few cars out there with partitions and U1 

computers. You are right that there aren't many out there, but we do have a few now. 

88. Cpl Dalsing 
Posted Monday, March 21, 2011 at 4:34:50 PM 

A new fix is in place for the wireless that should improve behavior. 

 

If you have not traded for a new computer within this calendar year, since January of 2011, or 

received a new one in that time frame, please respond to the radio shop and trade for a new 

one as soon as possible. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Will 

89. 
Posted Monday, March 28, 2011 at 6:59:30 AM 

I had to change my password for the city computer on Friday. I was already logged into the U1. 

This morning, Monday, I had to use my old password to log into the U1. Why do I have to 

remember another password now? I am too old for this many passwords. 

90.  
Posted Monday, April 11, 2011 at 7:47:32 PM 

Losing connections constantly. Specifically with the police monitor. I have not gotten a new 

laptop this year so I presume that might be a solution. Let me know. 

91. CPL. DALSING 
Posted Tuesday, April 12, 2011 at 9:42:22 PM 

, I'm sure your passwords have come together by now. 

 

 trade in your computer at Radio Shop day time as soon as possible 

 

thx 

 

will 

92.  
Posted Friday, April 15, 2011 at 6:40:59 PM 



The police monitor has been down and before that I was losing connections with it regularly. 

93.  
Posted Monday, April 25, 2011 at 5:59:46 AM 

Ive noticed that when I take my computer out of my car for something and then put it back into 

the dock, the image that comes up on the detached monitor is maybe 1/2 the size it should be. 

When this happens, the touch screen is also inaccurate. It seems that the only way to correct 

this is to reboot. Am I doing something wrong when I remove the computer? 

 

 

 




